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Acceptance and 
Commitment Therapy for 

Anxiety Disorders:  
Transforming Anxious Suffering 

Into a More Vital Life	

with John P. Forsyth and Jamie R. Forsyth 
Fellow Travelers on this life journey  
Contact & Web: www.drjohnforsyth.com www.drjohnforsyth.com 

We are a husband and wife team, and 
together co-lead ACT professional 
workshops in the United States and 
abroad.  We also do our best to live out 
ACT in our relationship and our lives. 
 
John also offers talks and keynotes to 
various groups and organizations, and 
provides ACT consultation and 
supervision via Skype. 
 
For more information, or to book a talk 
or ACT training, please reach us at 
contact@drjohnforsyth.com. 

Jamie R. Forsyth  &  John P. Forsyth 

Our Intentions & Yours 
and, an invitation … 

if for only 2 days	

Centering
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Kessler et al., 2005 

The simple “yes” or “no” question 

Is anxiety and fear a major problem in your life? 
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OF	SUFFERING	&	STUCKNESS	
Confron&ng	the	System	

We emotionally "armor up" each morning when we face 
the day to avoid feeling shame, anxiety, uncertainty, and 
fear. The particular armor changes from person to 
person, but it usually revolves around one of three 
methods: striving for perfection, numbing out, or 
disrupting joyful moments by "dress rehearsing tragedy" 
and imagining all the ways that things could go wrong. 
Do any of these sound familiar? 
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The Mask I Wear 

Authentic Self	
(open, aware, active)	

Vulnerability 	
(risking opening up & being seen)	

The Armor 	
(avoidance, withdrawal, safety, anger)	

Risk of Being Exposed 	
(anxiety, fear, stress)	

Conceptualized Self	
(all that we carry)	
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But this  
is so hard 
for us to do 
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The struggle 
with anxiety is 
the common 
thread that 

binds all 
anxiety 

problems. 
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Now that is 
something to 

be anxious 
about 

 

It’s normal to be happy 
 

Anxiety isn’t normal 
 

Anxiety is a problem to be solved 
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And when it doesn’t work? 
 
 
 
 
 

We do  
more of the same & keep running 

(from ourselves!) 
 

 

Psychological	
Inflexibility	

Dominance	of	
Conceptualized	
Past	and/or	

Feared	Future	

Lack	of	Values	
Clarity	

Inaction,	
impulsivity,	
avoidant	

persistence	

Attachment	to	
Conceptualized	

Self	

Cognitive	
Fusion	

Experiential	
Avoidance	
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Cultivating	
Psychological	
Flexibility	

Dominance	of	
Conceptualized	
Past	and/or	

Feared	Future	

Lack	of	Values	
Clarity	

Inaction,	
impulsivity,	
avoidant	

persistence	

Attachment	to	
Conceptualized	

Self	

Cognitive	
Fusion	

Experiential	
Avoidance	

Acceptance																			
“Opening	Up”	

Defusion																														
“Watch	Your	
Thinking”	

		Self		as	
Context																			

“Observing	
Self”	

Committed	
Action																		

“Do	What	
Works”	

Values																											
“Know	What	
Matters”	

The	Present	
Moment													

“Be	Here,	Be	
Now”	

The Sphere-a-Flex (Forsyth & Forsyth, 2015) 

About	Anxiety	&	Fear	

MYTH	#1	
Anxiety	is	

biological	&	
hereditary	
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MYTH	#2	
Intense		

anxiety	is	
abnormal	

MYTH	#3	
anxiety		
is	a	sign		

of	weakness	

MYTH	#4	
anxiety		
must	be	

managed	to	
live	a	vital	life	

WHAT	FULES	
THE	MYTHS	&	
KEEPS	THEM	

ALIVE?		
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Fusion	

My Experience  What Comes to Mind 
Panic/strong anxiety  1.  Jittery and shaky 

   2.  Can’t think clearly 
   3.  Heart races, sweaty 
   4.  Can’t be in a crowd, drive a car, 
    go near heights 
   5.  Think I might be going crazy 

Fusion	

Evaluation	
My Experience  Evaluations that come to mind 
Panic/strong anxiety  1.  __________________ 

   2.  __________________ 
   3.  __________________ 
   4.  __________________ 
   5.  __________________ 

Fusion	

Evaluation	

Avoidance	

Fusion	

Evaluation	

Avoidance	

Reason	giving	

I can’t do _______ 
    because of ___________ 
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�  What	are	you	afraid	of?		I’m	afraid	of	getting	fired.	
�  Why	are	you	afraid	of	getting	fired?	Because	the	money	is	
good.	

�  Why	are	you	afraid	of	getting	fired?	Because	competition	in	
my	industry	is	tough.	

�  Why	are	you	afraid	of	getting	fired?		Because	I’d	be	humiliated.	
�  Why	are	you	afraid	of	getting	fired?	Because	I’d	have	to	tell	my	
father.	

�  Why	are	you	afraid	of	getting	fired?	Because	my	dad	would	
have	one	more	reason	to	think	I’ll	never	amount	to	anything.	

�  Why	are	you	afraid	of	getting	fired?	Because	I’ll	never	get	the	
love	I	want	from	my	father.					EUREKA!	

Facing	the	Costs	of		
Anxiety	Management	&	Control	

For a long time it had seemed to me that 
life was about to begin – real life.  But 
there was always some obstacle in the 

way, something to be gotten through first, 
some unfinished business, time to be 

served, a debt to be paid.  Then life would 
begin.  At last it dawned on me that these 

obstacles were my life. 
                              ~ Alfred D’Souza 

�  Running	away	from	situations		
�  Avoiding	activities	or	situations		
�  Suppressing	or	pushing	out	disturbing	thoughts	and	feelings	
�  Distracting	myself		
�  Changing	how	I	think	
�  Talking	myself	out	of	anxiety,	panic,	fear,	or	worry	
�  Sticking	close	to	“safe”	people	
�  Carrying	objects	or	performing	rituals	
�  Talking	or	venting	with	a	friend	or	family	member		
�  Joining	online	support	groups	for	people	with	anxiety	problems	
�  Educating	myself	by	reading	books	written	by	experts	on	anxiety	disorders	
�  Turning	to	self-help	books	offering	“better”	ways	to	control	anxiety	&	fear	
�  Taking	medications,	herbal	supplements,	or	alcohol	to	dull	the	pain	
�  Going	to	psychotherapy	

1.  What	have	you	done?	
2.  How	has	it	worked	for	you?	
3.  What	were	the	costs?		
		(short	and	long-term)	

4. What	does	your	experience	tell	you?	
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The Costs	

Ñ  Career Costs	
Ñ  Health Costs	
Ñ  Energy Costs	
Ñ  Emotional Costs	
Ñ  Financial Costs	
Ñ  Costs to Freedom	 ? 

Anxiety Management? 
Or, Living a Good Life?	

EXERCISE: Funeral Meditation 

Anxiety Management 
EPITAPH 

Here Lies 
__________ 

 
___________________ 
___________________ 
___________________ 
___________________ 
___________________ 
___________________ 
___________________ 

Valued Life 
EPITAPH 

Here Lies 
__________ 

 
___________________ 
___________________ 
___________________ 
___________________ 
___________________ 
___________________ 
___________________ 

Or 
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Making	Room	for	New	Possibilities	
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THE STRUGGLE 
of the two mice 

Context  
of Control 

Why	we	stick	with	it	
�  It	works	elsewhere	
�  It	seems	to	work	for	others	
�  You	are	told	it	should	work	for	you	
�  It	even	SEEMS	to	work	short	run	
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EXERCISE: Holding Anxiety Gently 
EXERCISE: 
Fresh Alternatives to Old Impulses 

Typical Response to Anxiety 
ü My anxious thoughts, feelings sensations? 
ü My coping impulse? 
ü  Consequences of my response? 
ü How do I treat my anxiety and anxious impulse? (e.g., enemy) 
ü What is the tone of my relationship with anxiety? (e.g., unkind) 
 
Fresh Alternatives 
ü Other life affirming responses? 
ü  Potential consequences of my new responses (what I may gain in life) 
ü How would I treat my anxious feelings and impulses? 
ü What is the tone of my relationship with anxiety? 
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I am  
enough 

Learning	to	be	here,	now	in	this	moment	

Mindful	
Acceptance	

Perspective	
Taking	

Quality	of	
Kindness	&	Self	
Compassion	

Letting	go	
&	open	up	

Always in  
the 
service of 
client 
values 

Path to 
Acceptance 
�  Aversion	–	resistance,	avoidance,	rumination	
�  Curiosity	–	turning	toward	discomfort	with	interest	
�  Tolerance	–	enduring,	gutting	it	out,	keeping	at	safe	
distance	

�  Allowing	–	letting	feelings	come	and	go	
�  Friendship	–	compassionate	stance,	embracing,	
kindness	

Germer. Mindful path to self-compassion 
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It can be 

difficult to do…Let’s see 
 
 

 

EXERCISE: 
Acceptance of Thoughts and Feelings 

Distinguishing	YOU	from	YOUR	Anxieties	
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People struggling with anxiety 
problems take on their anxieties as 
their identity …  
         my OCD,  
             my PTSD,  
                my Panic,  
                    my worry 
                         I am “shy”   
                            I am “depressed”  
                                       I am “hopeless”  

      

     I AM… 

The Observer 
Perspective 
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During an Anxiety Episode, ASK … 

ü What am I feeling besides anxiety, panic, 
fear, or tension? 

ü What am I saying to myself? 
ü What am I driven to do now?  Where’s 

the urge to avoid trying to take me? 
ü What do I want to be about right now?  
ü What do I want my life to be about now? 
ü How can I honor myself NOW? 

Triggers and judgment are 
signs to come back to self-

care and kindness! 
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Experiencing	the	Products	of	Language	in	New	Ways	

"you never change thoughts in ACT" meme is over-
simplified ACT. 

It doesn't fit the canonical texts, which are far more 
nuanced. 

 
Traditional ACT methods ask  

"what is that in the service of?" 
and  

"how is that working for you?" 
S. C. Hayes EXERICSE: Unhooking Your Judgmental Mind 
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EXERCISE: What Kind of Person is My Mind? 

Context	for	the	work	and	what	we	are	working	toward	

You can toss one,  
but not without getting rid of the other. 
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PROBLEMS  
Finding  
VALUES 

ü  I don’t have any! 
ü  Look to pain for clues 
ü  Too much focus on outcomes 
ü  Connect with the heart 
ü  Look to vitality and aliveness 
ü  Focus on the process and doing 

� What	do	you	want	to	be	about?	
� What	do	you	want	your	life	to	be	about?	
� What	really	matters	to	you?	

� If	__________	wasn’t	such	a	problem	for	
me,	 	then	I	would	__________________?	

� Experiential	Exercises	
�  Listen	To	Your	Heart	
� Review	Epitaphs	
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EXERCISE: 
The Valued Directions Worksheet 

Step 1 = Importance & Satisfaction Ratings 
 
Step 2 = Identify your values in important areas 
 
Step 3 (where people get hung up) = value-based intentions 

1. Rate importance of areas (YES or No) 
2. Write down intentions 

3. Rate ACTion (Yes, Sometimes, or NO) 
•  Y = Yes (nothing stands in my way) 

•  S = Sometimes (values conflict, priorities?) 

•  N = NO (Stuck, stalled, no action or moving in 
fits/jerks with resistance, white knuckling) 

4. Notice inconsistences 
•  Look for YES this is an important area of my life 

and NO, I’m not living my intentions 

5. Barriers: What stands in your way?	

Completing The Life Compass 
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What	Stands	Between	You	and	the	life	you	wish	to	live?	

EXERCISE: 
Identifying Internal Barriers 

�  Internal	
-	Thoughts	
-	Feelings	&	urges	
-	Memories	
-	Physical		
sensations	

�  External		
-	Problem	solving		
-	Brainstorming	
-	Task	analysis		
(small	units)		
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Changing	your	relationship	the	stuff	that	you	already	carry	

And then the day came 
when the risk to remain 
tight as a bud  
was more painful than the 
risk it took to bloom. 
                 ~ Anais Nin 

What to Do When You’re  
Anxious & Afraid 

ü  Choose what you do & attend to 

ü  Acknowledge what’s happening 

ü  Do the opposite 

ü  Be kind & gentle with yourself 

ü  Ride the wave 

Anxiety News Radio (WANR) Just So Radio (WJSR) 
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Freedom From Mind Traps 

Getting Off Your But(t)s 

I’m having a thought that … 

I’m having a feeling that … 

EXERCISE: My “Life Bus” EXERCISE: Acceptance of Anxiety 
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A	Powerful	Antidote	to	Anxious	Suffering	

Though we all have the 
seeds of fear within us, we 
must learn not to water 
those seeks and instead 
nourish our positive 
qualities – compassion, 
understanding, and loving 
kindness. 
              ~ Thich Nhat Hanh 

EXERCISE: Kindness Walking Meditation 
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Cultivating	Willingness	and	Compassion	Guided	Exposure	

EXERCISE:  
Embracing the “bad,” Giving Away the “Good” 

You 
& 

Your Hurts 

Someone 
You care for 

who is 
suffering 

Someone 
You dislike 

or are 
indifferent 

toward 

Strangers – 
People you 
will likely 

never know 

On the Spot too! 

FEEL  
Exercises 

�  Identify	a	valued	domain	
�  Practice	FEEL	exercise	
�  Apply	mindful	acceptance	
&	kindness	

�  Chart	progress	
�  Reflect	on	practice	
�  Repeat	FEEL	exercises	
�  Review	ratings	on	
worksheet	

ü Willingly Dizzy 
ü Willingly Out of Breath 
ü  Being Willingly Aerobic 
ü  Staring at Self in a Mirror 
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Bring client’s awareness 
to other events inside and 
outside 
 
 

 
There’s more to notice than the 
psychological lion in the room 

 

 

 
Let’s watch  

ACT exposure in ACTion 

FEEL  
Exercises 

�  Identify	a	valued	
domain	

�  Practice	FEEL	exercise	
�  Apply	mindful	
acceptance	&	kindness	

�  Chart	progress	
�  Reflect	on	practice	
�  Repeat	FEEL	exercises	
�  Review	ratings	on	
worksheet	

ü  Bubble Wand 
ü  Kind Allowing with Disturbing Images 
ü Difficult Thoughts & Urges on Cards 
ü  Stand Silently With Urges 
ü  Leaves on a Stream 
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EXERCISE:  Bubble Wand 

Changing	Our	Relationship	With	Our	Trauma	History	

EXERCISE: Grounding in the NOW 

OF YOU 
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EXERCISE:  Nurturing Kindness With Old Wounds 

Setting	and	ACTing	on	Value-Guided	Goals	

Specific	

Meaningful	

Active	

Realistic	

Time-
Framed	

S M A R T 

Goals 
Knowing Your Barriers 

ü Anticipating Barriers 
ü Contacting Rewards of Living Values 
ü Creating a Success Story 
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Navigating	Value	
Conflicts	
	

Possible	Signs	
ü  Procrastination	
ü  Use	of	words	like	…	
						should,	ought,	have	to,	must	
ü  Excuses	(reason	giving)	that	

name	values	
ü  Strong	emotional	charge	

directed	at	self	
ü  Sense	of	stuckness	

Choice	&	DOMAIN	CONFLICT	

Navigating	Value		
Conflicts	

Watch	for		
ü  Relative	importance	
ü  Win-win	or	win-lose		

ü  Balancing	acts	
ü  Short	changing	values	

	
Support	Flexibility	&	Acceptance	

			“Life	as	a	dance”	
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Value	______________	

Value	______________	
Value	______________	

Value	______________	

Thank You 


